FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HOW ANGRY CAN YOU GET
…AGAINST GOD?
BREAKING THE TEN asks that question.
When you lose your family to a car accident, when you’ve been a good believer, when you face such a
random tragic loss…
Can you still believe?
Wilson’s character, David, cracks. Now he really wants to test if there IS a God.
He decides to break every one of the Ten Commandments.
The first volume showed how he broke five and was already starting to achieve notoriety. On this last
volume, he goes on to break all remaining five which this time includes THOU SHALT NOT KILL.
These acts do not go unnoticed by two angels, two voices of conscience, Mr. White and Mr. Black, who
are observing him, interacting with him, trying to understand him, steer him.
To no avail. His bitterness is not to be assuaged but by God showing himself and countering him
directly.
He is going all the way in a very frightful manner, in an act we have seen all too often… against kids in
a school. After all, he has lost his own boy, he cries out to God! What WILL finally get your attention?
Sean Michael Wilson, a Scot living in Japan, has written many comics and graphic novels with various
publishers such as Kodansha, as well as edited AX: Alternative Manga for Top Shelf. He is also the
author of NBM’s cross-cultural shojo (romance) series The Story of Lee of which Publishers Weekly
said: “The artwork, particularly the characters, is crisp and expressive, and the story faithfully
reproduces a believable slice of life" and which was recommended by Library Media Connection and
Teacher Librarian. Japanese Artist Michiru Morikawa has published manga with Kodansha and
Shambhala, does poster art for concerts and theaters in Birmingham, UK and done another book with
Sean The Faceless Ghost (Shambhala) which received an Eisner nomination.
6x9”, 128 pp., B&W trade pb., $12.99, ISBN 9781681121178, general trade publication date: February
2018. This book is available in all e-book formats as well at $7.99.
For further information or to arrange interviews with the authors, please be in touch with our publicist
Stefan Blitz: publicity@nbmpub.com.
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